
We support bus franchising, that
would allow the council to set
routes and timetables that work
for Bristol.

Making services work better for
local residents, helping more
people switch to public
transport.

Working with Bristol Waste we
will help keep our streets clean,
free of rubbish and excess bins
and boxes.

We want to work with the Council
and Police to ensure streets are
well lit and residents feel
safe.

We need real action to fight the
climate emergency; introduce
clean growth, and clean Bristol’s
air.

Launching simple approaches to
sustainability in our local
community for a more
environmentally friendly
Cotham.

USE BOTH YOUR VOTES FOR
YOUR LOCAL LIB DEM TEAM

Cotham elects 2 councillors so you have 2 votes

Cotham is our home patch and we are very proud to champion it.

Anthony has a reputation within the council for being where the
action is at, he’s straight-talking and valued for his independent
approach to working with those who want lasting change.

Having been a candidate in the 2016 elections Miles continued
his involvement with the community, since it is clear that local
residents value a visible, hard-working Councillor.

The Lib Dem team deals with problems from local residents and
Cllr Anthony Negus uses his position to challenge Council
Officers directly to improve services.

COTHAM RESIDENTS KNOW THAT LIB DEM
COUNCILLORS GET STUFF DONE

A POSITIVE PLAN FOR COTHAM
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LEADING SOLUTIONS TO OUR CLIMATE EMERGENCY

things to remember…

Your local Lib Dem Team will work hard for
Cotham, building on Anthony’s work in the
Council, and our local campaigns.

We will cut wasteful spending on the Mayor’s
office, and bring back local democracy such as
neighbourhood partnerships.

We believe that the City Council’s declaration of
a Climate Emergency must be followed up with
clear action and purpose to become carbon
neutral by 2030.
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Ensuring Bristol delivers on its targets and inspires a common purpose.

We must act now to prevent the climate crisis. Australian bushfires, storms
and flooding are just tasters if we do not. The Government and the
administration in Bristol have offered warm words but we need action.

The City Council’s declaration of a Climate Emergency must now be followed
with clear action and purpose to become carbon neutral by 2030.

Cotham candidates, Anthony and Miles, and Mayoral candidate Mary Page,
want to improve air quality with a clean air zone that makes polluters pay,
we also want to improve the cities recycling and reuse rates. Improving
public transport and cycling infrastructure and looking to pedestrianise the
city centre will encourage fewer private car journeys.

Anthony’s record of action shows that Liberal Democrats appreciate the
urgency of the Climate Emergency and can deliver innovative solutions.

Anthony Negus and Miles Taylor
working for Cotham

LEADING SOLUTIONS TO OUR
CLIMATE EMERGENCY – Ensuring Bristol delivers
on its targets and inspires a common purpose

IMPROVING BUS SERVICES – We will franchise
the buses to improve services and work with the
local community to make routes work for you

CLEAN STREETS – Working with Bristol Waste and
all agencies to bring back pride in where we live

SCRAP THE MAYOR – Cut wasteful spending that
can be better spent locally, and bring back local
democracy such as neighbourhood partnerships

TACKLING PROBLEMS TOGETHER – Working
together on key issues and cooperating across
social, economic and political differences

GREENING COTHAM – Launching simple
approaches to sustainability in our local community
for a more environmentally friendly Cotham

SIX AMBITIONS


